
Math 216 Homework 6

[ Due at 10am, August 12, 2008 ]

Final Exam: 4-6pm August 15, Friday at 1360 EH

1 Readings

The final exam will cover all sections of the textbook except § 1.6, 3.7, 3.8, 5.5, 6.5, 7.6 (notice

the difference from the original syllabus).

Table of Laplace Transforms

(also available in the final exam)

Function Transform Remark

f(t) F (s)

f (n)(t)
snF (s)− sn−1f(0)−
sn−2f ′(0)− ...− f (n−1)(0)

derivative of function∫ t
0 f(τ) dτ F (s)/s integral of function

tnf(t) (−1)nF (n)(s) derivative of transform

f(t)/t
∫∞
s F (σ) dσ integral of transform

u(t− a)f(t− a) e−asF (s) translation of function

eatf(t) F (s− a) translation of transform

f(t), period p
1

1− e−ps

∫ p

0
e−stf(t) dt periodic function

1
1
s

tn n!/sn+1 power function

tneat n!/(s− a)n+1

sin kt or cos kt
k

s2 + k2
or

s

s2 + k2
sinusoidal functions

sinh kt or cosh kt
k

s2 − k2
or

s

s2 − k2
hyperbolic sin/cos

f(t) ∗ g(t) F (s) ·G(s) convolution of functions
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2 Written part

2.1 Competing species

Two species compete and try to coexist. The populations are governed by{
x′ = 60x− 4x2 − 3xy

y′ = 42y − 2y2 − 3xy

Study the stability of all four critical points of this system and construct a first-quadrant phase

portrait. (Hint: there are one nodal source, one saddle point and two nodal sinks.)

2.2 Laplace transform

Consider function f and g,

f(t) =


2t, t ∈ [0, 1)

2, t ∈ [1, 3)

0, otherwise

,

g(t) = −2t (u(t− 1)− u(t))− 2 (u(t− 3)− u(t− 1)) .

1. Plot the graph of f(t) and apply the definition of Laplace transform to find F (s).

2. Plot the graph of g(t) and apply the Table of Laplace transform to find G(s).

3. Compare f and g. Then compare F and G.

4. Using the Table of Laplace Transform, quickly compute L
[
3t e−2t g(t)

]
.

5. Show that

fp :=
∞∑

N=−∞
f(t+ 4N)

is a periodic function with period 4. Then compute L[fp].

2.3 Initial value problem

Use Laplace transform to solve

1. x′ + 2y′ + x = 0, x′ − y′ + y = 0, x(0) = 0, y(0) = 1.

2. x(3) + x = 2e−2t, x(0) = x′(0) = 0, x′′(0) = −1.

2.4 Convolution

Write the definition for t2 ∗ cos t. But, instead of using the definition, apply Laplace transform

to simplify this convolution.
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3 Computational part

3.1 Ecological models

With the help of Matlab routine “pplane”,

1. generate a phase portrait for problem 2.1. Then, roughly indicate for which range of

initial population {x(0), y(0)} the x species will eventually become extinct and y species

will survive and reach the equilibrium.

2. generate a phase portrait for the predator-prey system

x′ = 5x− xy
y′ = −2y + xy

and the predator-prey system that is logistic,

x′ = 5x− 0.3x2 − xy
y′ = −2y − 0.06y2 + xy

Then, compare the type and stability of the critical points in the first quadrant (there is

only one such point for each system).

3.2 Nonlinear mechanical system

The hard spring oscillation can model behavior of e.g. plastic. In such cases, the spring

coefficient k is no longer constant. Assume for certain material, the spring coefficient is given

as

k = 2e(x
2).

Also let the mass m = 1. Write a 2nd order nonlinear equation and then transform it into an

equivalent 1st order nonlinear system (by using both the position and velocity as unknowns).

Then graph a phase portrait using Matlab command “pplane”. Finally, estimate the following

quantities from the phase portrait

1. Starting at the neutral position with velocity 0.1, how far can the mass go?

2. What if the initial velocity is 1?

3. What if the initial velocity is 10?

4. Each time the initial velocity is tenfold, does the amplitutde of oscillation in the position

variable also get tenfold? What would happen if this was a linear spring with k ≡ 2?
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